Some properties of the multiway discrepancy of rectangular matrices of nonnegative entries are discussed. We are able to prove the continuity of this discrepancy, as well as some statements about the multiway discrepancy of some special matrices and graphs. We also conjecture that the k-way discrepancy is monotonic in k.
Introduction
In many applications, for example when microarrays are analyzed, our data are collected in the form of an m × n rectangular array A = (a ij ) of nonnegative real entries, called contingency table. We assume that A is non-decomposable, i.e., AA 
is not affected by the scaling of the entries of A. It is well known (see e.g., [1] ) that the singular values of A D are in the [0,1] interval. Enumerated in non-increasing order, they are the real numbers 1 = s 0 > s 1 ≥ · · · ≥ s r−1 > s r = · · · = s n−1 = 0, where r = rank(A). When A is non-decomposable, 1 is a single singular value, and it is denoted by s 0 , since it belongs to the trivial singular vector pair. In [2] we gave an upper estimate for s k in terms of the k-way discrepancy to be introduced herein. In [1] a certain converse of this estimate was proved. Therefore, by the monotonic property of the singular values we guess, that the k-way discrepancy is also monotonic decreasing in k.
Definition 1
The multiway discrepancy of the rectangular array A of nonnegative entries in the proper k-partition R 1 , . . . , R k of its rows and C 1 , . . . , C k of its columns is
Here a(X, Y ) = i∈X j∈Y a ij is the cut between X ⊂ R a and Y ⊂ C b , Vol(X) = i∈X d row,i is the volume of the row-subset X, Vol(Y ) = j∈Y d col,j is the volume of the column-subset Y , whereas
Vol(X)Vol(Y ) denotes the density between X and Y . The minimum k-way discrepancy of A itself is
2 Continuity of the discrepancy Theorem 1 (Continuity of the density) Let A be an m × n binary array where each entry is 0 or 1, with row set R and column set C. Define the volume of any subset X ⊂ R or any subset Y ⊂ C as
Assume no row and no column has only zeros, so
,
Then, for any X * ⊂ X with
which gives an upper bound for d(X * , Y * ). For the lower bound, observe that
Dividing both sides of (2) by 
Observe that the left side is nonpositive and the right side is nonnegative, so
It's easy to check that
which proves the theorem.
Theorem 2 (continuity of the discrepancy) Let A be an m×n array with row set R and column set C, now i∈R j∈C
We assume that there is no dominant row or dominant column; precisely, assume that 
Likewise,
Hence,
To find the upper bound for ρ(X
This gives the upper bound as
Next, to find the lower bound, we know that
it follows that
Dividing both sides by Vol(X
Together, the upper bound (4) and the lower bound (7) give
We have
on the discrepancy. Using the fact that min{a, b} ≤ √ ab for any a, b ≥ 0,
By the definitions of Vol(X * ) and Vol(Y * ),
By (8), (9), and (10), it follows that
Since |X * | |X| ≤ 1 and
3 Some other properties of the discrepancy Proposition 1 Assume A is an independent table, that is, a ij = d row,i d col,j for all i, j. Assume that there are not identically zero rows or columns (and hence, a ij > 0 for all i, j).
Proposition 2 Let A be a table with row partition (R 1 , . . . , R k ) and column partition (C 1 , . . . , C k ). Assume that a ij ≥ 0. Define s ab = i∈R a j∈C b a ij for all 1 ≤ a, b ≤ k, and suppose that the k × k matrix (s ab ) defines an independent table. Then disc k (A), . . . , disc 2 (A) ≤ disc 1 (A). We call such a table k-way contracted independent.
Proof. It is trivial, because with the above partitions,
Note that if A is k-way contracted independent with some k, than it is also ℓ-way contracted independent with ℓ = 2, 3, . . . , k − 1.
Proposition 3 Let A be a table with row partition (R 1 , . . . , R k ) and column partition (C 1 , . . . , C k ). Assume that for all 1 ≤ a, b ≤ k, i ∈ R a , and j ∈ C b , we have a ij = c ab , where c ab > 0 depends only on a, b. Then 0 = disc k (A) = disc k+1 (A) = · · · = disc rankA (A).
Lemma 1 For any integer n > 1 and arbitrary positive real numbers u 1 , . . . , u n and v 1 , . . . v n we have
and equality holds if and only if the ratios
have the same value.
Proposition 4 Let A be a table of nonnegative entries,
The same holds for k-partitions of Y too.
Proof. It is straightforward with the Lemma. A bit more is true for 0-1 tables: the density of the union of two disjoint stripes is the weighted average of the parts, in the proportion of their volumes.
Proposition 5 Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph, X, X
Proof. The proof is trivial using that e(X ∪ X ′ , Y ) = e(X, Y ) + e(X ′ , Y ) and the volumes are also added together. If v = 1, we get the arithmetic average. Some other remarks.
• Note that A is 2 × 2 contracted independent if and only if (after possibly permuting its rows and columns) there is a 2-partition of the rows and that of the columns such that the contracted matrix s 11 s 12 s 21 s 22 satisfies s 11 s 22 = s 12 s 21 . With some continuity arguments (there are no dominant rows and columns) we can get an approximate solution. In the graph case (A is symmetric), the minimum and maximum cuts are the two extremes.
• If the table is k × k contracted independent, the above equation has k − 1 different solutions. We conjecture that partitions producing such tables are good candidates for minimizing the k-way discrepancy.
• We may consider the k-partition of the rows and columns such that disc k (A) = disc(A; R 1 , . . . , R k , C 1 , . . . , C k ).
Let a, b and X ⊂ R a , Y ⊂ C b be such that disc(X, Y ; R a , C b ) = disc(A; R 1 , . . . , R k , C 1 , . . . , C k ).
Then try to divide R a into X,X and C b into Y,Ȳ and consider the so obtained (k + 1)-partitions.
